Piano-Vocal

The Dancing lesson

by
Hoffmann

Dancing Teacher (man or woman sings this)

Come on and join my lesson is free

I'll teach you quickly and move

Hurry! Hurry!
Dancing will win the war! The

Tap the tambourine, ballet,

In a lesson or two I'll start it off with a rally all-

though my pupils are few

The first couple of pupils enter on bugle call
Lessons about to begin!
you take a bow

Then point your toe
now take her hand for a

Spin that is low
another bow
and then a twist

not by the wrist let the
finger tips show
(spoken) "turn"

Then da-ve-lo-pé pâ-de burrê tun the

Another way Tan-go or perhaps we'll do

Zam-ba re-mam-ba: Hands on the waist

Glide through the air Look out you'll land a-la
Polka

2nd couple of pupils enter to dance Polka

Wait 3 8va

8va

Faster

2nd couple enter to dance One step or whatever to fit One Step music
First two couples join for Bigapple or jitter bug or hand jive faster.